SANOG 30 IX UPDATES

JULY 10, 2017 | SANOG 30 DELHI
Mumbai Internet Exchange

LOCATIONS
• Web Werks DC 2, Rabale
• Planned to expand to Multiple DC’s in Mumbai

UPDATES
• One of the Largest IX with Traffic and Members
• Working on Launching MarketPlace for Bandwidth and Network Products

CONTACT INFORMATION
• Peering DB Url : peeringdb.com/ix/832
• Email : sales@mumbaich.com
LOCATIONS
• New Delhi
• Mumbai
• Hyderabad
• Chennai

UPDATES
• 5 POPs in Delhi NCR
• 2 POP in Mumbai
• 3 POP in Hyderabad, 1 POP in Chennai

CONTACT INFORMATION
• Peering DB Url : peeringdb.com/ix/1323, peeringdb.com/ix/1627
• Email : sales@x3me.net

SANOG 30 PEERING FORUM | DELHI | 10th JULY 2017
Sify AMS-IX India

LOCATIONS
• Sify Rabale
• New location soon – July end

UPDATES
• IX is operational
• First few peers are connecting

CONTACT INFORMATION
• Peering DB Url https://www.peeringdb.com/ix/1623
• Email: ix-enquiries@sifycorp.com

Gbps Peak Traffic
6*
ASN’s Connected (In Progress)
2
Point Of Presence
Internet Exchange Nepal

LOCATIONS
• Kathmandu and Patan (2 pops)

UPDATES
• Increasing new capacity and infrastructure

CONTACT INFORMATION
• Peering DB Url : https://www.peeringdb.com/ix/241
• Email : rupesh@npix.net.np

1.5G Gbps Peak Traffic
29 ASN’s Connected
2 Point Of Presence
BBIX, Inc.

LOCATIONS
- Tokyo (5 pops), Maruyama CLS, Osaka, Okinawa
- Equinix SG1 (Singapore)
- Mega-I (Hong Kong)

UPDATES
- Launched New POP at Maruyama Cable Landing Station
- Launched New Traffic Pattern Analysis Solution (No Equipment Required.)

CONTACT INFORMATION
- Peering DB Url: https://www.peeringdb.com/ix/126
- https://www.peeringdb.com/ix/909
- https://www.peeringdb.com/ix/1449
- Email: naotake.onoda@bbix.net

830 Gbps Peak Traffic
164 ASN’s Connected
5 Point Of Presence
DE–CIX

LOCATIONS
• Frankfurt, Hamburg, Munich, Düsseldorf
• New York, Dallas
• Madrid, Marseille, Palermo, Istanbul, Dubai

UPDATES
• Initial India Market entry planned for Mumbai
• New services like CloudConnect
• Globe Peer Remote

CONTACT INFORMATION
• Peering DB Url: peeringdb.com/ix/31
• Email: sales@de-cix.net

5,6 Tbps Peak Traffic
1000+ ASN’s Connected
XXX Point Of Presence
LONAP AS 8330

PROFILE

• Mutual not-for-profit IX established in 1998
• Traffic Profile: mixed with a focus on European organisations
• POPs in London Docklands, City and West London (Slough)

SANOG PARTICIPANTS

• Andy Davidson
• Martin Levy
• Richard Irving
THANK YOU

vivin@mumbaich.com